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ESSAY QUESTION 
‘The play presents a world of divided loyalties.’ How far do you agree with this comment on All My Sons? !
ANALYSIS 
1. Concern-trigger: the topic seems to refer to the opposing concepts of social responsibility and 

familial loyalty. Self-interest and materialism are less applicable, as one cannot really be loyal to 
oneself or to the American Dream. The concerns of truth and denial are relevant only if we connect 
them to aforementioned loyalties. 

2. Concerns: ‘divided loyalties’ exist as internal dilemmas (Chris, Jim and Ann) and external conflicts 
between characters (Chris-Keller, Chris-Mother) in the play. 

3. Methods: (i) these loyalties are presented through patterns of discourse, such as Keller’s language of 
family or Chris’s emphasis on comradeship; (ii) the focus however should be on the dramatisation of  
the divisions through motifs, tone and stage action, particularly Chris’s self-loathing, via bestial 
imagery and the violent Chris-Keller clash. 

4. Thesis: your response must consider the purpose of presenting a world of divided loyalties. Does the 
play present moral instruction? What does the play have to say about divisions and loyalties? 

5. Essay structure: we will move from (i) Chris as a ‘divided’ individual to (ii) relationships driven and 
torn apart by these divided loyalties and end on (iii) a temporary resolution to these divisions. !

!
INTRODUCTION 
All My Sons is often criticised for presenting an ‘impatient’, didactic lesson on man’s responsibility 
towards his fellow men. (Context) While the title evokes a simplistic sense of cohesion and community 
(for all men are ‘our sons’), the play itself unfolds to waves of contradiction and conflict. (Outline) Chris’s 
moral ambition does not endure, stirred by the promise of happiness with Ann and the guilt of 
protecting his father. His idealism sets him on a collision course against both his parents, particularly his 
father’s undulating family-first values. These loyalties and divisions ultimately send the Keller family 
hurtling towards tragedy, destabilising the idea that one can simply know that ‘there’s a universe of 
people outside and you’re responsible to it’. (Thesis) By presenting a world of divided loyalties, the play 
challenges its audience to look beyond devotion to any one ‘loyalty’. It urges us to find balance, however 
hard it may seem. !

All My Sons 
Us Against the World 
Divided Loyalties / Competing Desires

#1 CRAFTING AN INTRODUCTION 
Most began appropriately by providing context (What loyalties are evident in the play? How are they divided?) and an outline 
of the ideas. However, introductions tended to end meekly by stating that there are ‘divided loyalties’ in the world of the 
play. This is not enough! You have to interpret why the play presents a ‘world of divided loyalties’ in a thesis statement. 
Consider what the play ‘says’ to its audience or what it might be ‘saying about’ post-war America.



!
NOBODY SAID IT WAS EASY 
(What) We ascertain as early as Act One that Chris’s brand of ‘Man for man’ responsibility, entrenched 
in a world of divided loyalties, is far from absolute. (How) The conflicting nature of Chris’s priorities is 
conveyed through immediate contrasts in his tone and vocabulary. (How) An undercurrent of shame is 
evident when he associates his father’s money with ‘loot’, which he felt ‘ashamed’ to take and ‘wrong to 
be alive’. He speaks resoundingly of his comrades’ selflessness and exalts ‘the love a man can have for a 
man’. (How) Yet, he unflinchingly promises ‘to make a fortune for’ Ann, professing that ‘I want you now’ 
and ‘I’m going to…’. The audience is likely to spot the shift to these self-centred declarations starting 
with ‘I’, and begins to doubt his credibility. (Why) Evidently, Chris Keller is constructed as a man of 
internal contradictions and divisions. He is less a Christ figure than he is a hesitant hero — a reminder that 
no man can wholly live up to the noble sacrifices… of dead men. !
WE WERE ALL YELLOW 
(What) Chris thus embodies ‘a world of divided loyalties’, more so than Ann’s self-seeking cunning and 
Jim’s sense of compromised idealism. His re-entrance in Act Three discloses to the audience that he is 
guilty of protecting his own father from the arm of justice, his split loyalties to both family and a 
‘universe of people outside’ becoming even more disquieting. (How) The repetition of ‘yellow’ in his 
lengthy confession reflects this sense of turmoil, as he grapples with his own cowardice and deceit by 
doing ‘nothing’ about his father (87). (How) The self-loathing continues as bestial imagery is used to 
compare Chris to ‘cats’, ‘dog’ and a ‘zoo’; Chris cannot bear being torn between family and the wider 
community, and for that reason he can only ‘spit on myself’ in disgust (87). (How) His series of 
rhetorical questions reiterate this division in loyalties. Asking if and why he would ‘put (his father) behind 
bars’, Chris appears to acknowledge that he ‘cannot take it out on him’. Before the crucial letter 
sequence, Chris remains a figure divided between his fractured principles and his wretched father: !

!
The same bestial images and self-loathing can be read as further evidence of Chris’s responsibility to 
society, as he continues to lament the loss of ‘honor’ and ‘love’ in a forsaken ‘zoo’. (Why) Yet, the play 
suggests that these internal divisions have taken a toll on Chris: the stage directions describe him as 
spent and ‘exhausted’ (86). This portrayal of Chris as a victim here provides no answers to the moral 
quandary, but only serves to ask the audience further questions about their own loyalties. 

#2 STAYING RELEVANT - ‘DIVIDED’ AS BOTH IDEA AND EFFECT 
While there was ample knowledge of various ‘loyalties’, the ‘divisions’ between them were neglected. In writing, you must 
begin with and repeat ideas of dilemmas, struggles, conflicts and tensions. As you analyse methods, highlight the effects of 
doubt, disarray, muddle, tension, hostility, aggression, dissolution and chaos within or between characters. In the next section, 
we will focus on Chris’s ‘internal turmoil’ and the multiple divisions that puncture his moral idealism.

CHRIS. What? Do I raise the dead when I put him behind bars? Then what I’ll do it for? […] But here? This is the 
land of  the great big dogs, you don’t love a man here, you eat him. […] The world’s that way, how can I take it out on 
him? What sense does that make? This is a zoo, a zoo! (Act Three, 88)
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UP IN FLAMES 
(What) The Keller family becomes a microcosm of these ‘loyalties’ to society and family, as dramatised 
in the growing tensions between Chris and Joe. (How) The divisions in ideology is foregrounded by the 
clash of discourse. Chris employs an idealistic tongue of community and altruism, reiterating values of 
‘responsibility’, living ‘for each other’ (38) and being ‘better’ than our baser instincts (91). On the other 
hand, Joe speaks about the primacy of family and how ‘Nothin’ is bigger!’ (83), emphasising the father’s 
duty to provide (77) and more tellingly, the filial loyalty of sons and daughters (32, 77). (What) Their 
staunch allegiance to their own beliefs prevents them from recognising — and appreciating — each 
other’s. (How) Miller’s stage directions towards the end of Act Two exemplify this antipathy: Chris is 
‘deadly’ and ‘unyielding’ in his demands, whilst Keller is initially ‘insistent’, and later ’horrified at his 
overwhelming fury’ (76). (How) These tensions culminate in an incendiary physical confrontation at the 
end of Act Two. They circle each other on stage like predator and prey, ‘their movements now… those of 
subtle pursuit and escape’ (76). Chris explodes into violent rage both verbal and physical: he threatens to 
‘tear the tongue out of your mouth’ and ‘pounds down upon his father’s shoulder’, shocking an already 
startled audience (78). (Why) The antagonism between father and son here embodies the damage done 
by their incompatible belief systems. !

!
SWALLOWED IN THE SEA 
(What) The woeful divisions within the Keller family are extended by the conflict between Chris and 
Kate, where the former’s idealistic aspirations collide with his mother’s pragmatic desire to preserve 
what is left of her family. (How) This fierce loyalty is self-evident from both her name (as the mother 
and ‘guardian’ of the house) and her introduction as ‘a woman of uncontrolled inspirations and an 
overwhelming capacity for love’ (18). (How) Yet, it is her appeal for Chris to ‘protect us’ at the start of 
Act Two that characterises her staunch commitment to ‘us’ over society-at-large (44). (How) 
Subsequently, Kate’s ‘uncontrolled’ dedication to the family is pit against Chris’s personal desires, with 
both employing a series of ferocious exclamations at the end of Act Two. Each refuses in absolute terms 
(‘now I say no!’, ‘You’ll never’, ‘I’ll never’) to give way to the other and makes their own demands (‘till I do 
it’, ‘You’ll never let him go!’). (Why) Mother’s attempts to force Chris away from Ann and back into her 
definition of ‘us’ (which includes Larry) prove futile, driving the family even further apart. The Kellers’ 
conflicting intentions ultimately sink them deep into the play’s tragic vision. !

#3 AVOIDING THE TRAP OF NARRATION 
It is easy to get caught up in describing ‘loyalties’ without analysing dramatic methods. Ask yourself how these ideas are 
presented: (i) What patterns of words or images are used? (e.g. language of idealism, familial duty); (ii) What is the 
character’s tone (e.g. accusatory, pleading), or what type of sentences is used? (e.g. commands, rhetorical questions); (iii) 
Are there significant stage directions that denote conflict between characters? (e.g. ‘deadly’, ‘unyielding’).

#4 CLARIFYING PURPOSE - ‘FAMILY’ RELATIONSHIPS AS A CONCERN 
Our thesis (which hopefully becomes clearer) revolves around the tragic divisions that result from the ‘divided loyalties’. 
You should see that each ‘Why’ section returns the focus to the family, and how it crashes headlong into tragedy — the 
death of its patriarch — because of its unrelenting, implacable and irreconcilable ‘loyalties’.
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FIX US / US AGAINST THE WORLD 
(What) Only in the face of catastrophe do these divided loyalties come to a standstill. (How) In the 
play’s final scene, Mother repeatedly begs for Chris to relent (‘Didn’t you hear? It’s over!’, ‘What more 
can we be!’) and forgive Joe for his moral blindness (91). This instead incites Chris’s most fervent call to 
be ‘better’ and to be ‘responsible’ to a whole ‘universe of people’ (91). The deadlock here, like that 
between Chris and Keller, leads the audience towards a similar mix of apprehension and distress. (How) 
A reprieve from these unbearable tensions is earned, ironically, only when ‘a shot is heard in the house’ — 
a tragic coda to the conflict between familial devotion and social responsibility. As a grieving mother 
comforts her grieving son in her ‘arms’, with tears welling but not streaming (‘almost crying’, ‘she begins 
sobbing’), their loyalties are momentarily put aside. (Why) In silence (‘Shhh…’), divisions fade to differences 
and the only loyalty left is that of family. Finally, we see mother and son stand together. !

!
CONCLUSION - EVERYTHING’S NOT LOST 
Bearing the weight of a father’s death and a family in mourning, the audience leaves the theatre with a 
heavy heart. ‘Loyalties’ have destroyed not just an individual, but also the relationships between mother 
and father, mother and son, father and son. The conflation of both loyalties to the play’s message — 
every man should be seen as All Our Sons — is compelling. However, it is a convenient truism; it is not 
easy to see loyalty to the family and society as one and the same. Like Kate and Joe, we ask ourselves if 
we can be better, and try in our own way to be a ‘Jesus in this world’ (89). Like Chris in the final scene, 
we wonder if our family should be our immediate priority instead… or if we will always remain divided.  !

#5 SELECTING ONLY THE MOST RELEVANT IDEAS 
Thankfully, most responses located Chris’s dilemma and the conflict within the Keller household as key sources of ‘divided 
loyalties’. Yet, many artificially ‘added on’ weak, intellectually tepid paragraphs on Ann’s ‘divided loyalties’ at the end (I infer 
that time was on their side). A strong essay is not about writing more or having as many points as possible. End with your 
most impactful, convincing idea; end with the ending and the play’s message in mind. Note that we have omitted relevant 
but less cogent ideas on Ann and Jim and placed them in the appendix.

#6 WRITING A CONCLUSION / PERSONAL RESPONSE 
The brief conclusion is hardly ‘wrong’, especially under pressure. Yet, it is hard for an examiner to not be swayed by a 
confident personal interpretation of the play. Tell us about the audience’s thoughts or the ‘message’ you have taken away. 
Place it in literary context (i.e. concept of tragedy) or socio-historical context (e.g. Miller’s post-war America). The 
conclusion gives you more space for expression than the introduction. Use it well.
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PASSAGE-BASED QUESTION 
Write a critical commentary on the following passage, relating it to the portrayal of Joe and Kate 
Keller’s competing desires here and elsewhere in the play (Act Three, 82-84). !
ANALYSIS 
1. Character-trigger: the topic is essentially about character relationships. The word ‘competing’ should 

clue you into an analysis of the conflict / divisions / tensions between Joe and Kate. 
2. Methods: consider how stage directions, tone, sentence functions and word choice underline the 

competition and eventual convergence of their desires, not the desires themselves.  
3. Concerns: under our radar are (i) Keller as tragic hero; (ii) familial relationships; (iii) familial loyalty. 

You might consider Joe’s blindness towards Chris’s values, rather than the values themselves. Many 
incorrectly saw Kate as wholly believing in social responsibility. 

4. Dramatic structure: the passage is set in the middle of Act Three, before Chris returns on stage. It is 
only natural that we consider how the passage leads to the ending. !!

!
INTRODUCTION 
(Context) Set before the play’s denouement, the passage presents a tense argument between Joe and 
Kate Keller on Chris’s return. In a desperate act to heal the familial wounds of Act Two, Kate suggests 
that Joe admit to his wrongdoing to appease Chris but Joe stubbornly thwarts her efforts. (Concerns) 
The passage establishes both characters’ shared sense of familial devotion, but also starts to draw the 
fault lines in their relationship. Their desires compete against each other, with Kate seeking to 
acknowledge Chris’s values and Joe insisting that ‘Nothin’ is bigger’ than the family. (Link) Thus, the 
breach within the Keller family will only widen as the play stumbles towards its tragic conclusion and 
Joe’s threat to ‘put a bullet in my head’ in the passage will ring eerily in the audience’s ears. !!

!

#1 READING THE PASSAGE IN CONTEXT 
Before getting our dramatic analysis chops on, we should start making links between ‘here’ and the whole play:  
(i) The Joe-Kate relationship: Joe’s denial at the end of Act One (42-43); Kate defends Joe in Act Two (71-72). 
(ii) Earlier in the play: Jim claims ‘Chris is a good son—he’ll come back’ (80); Kate distances herself from Joe (81). 
(iii) Later in the play: Chris reads Larry’s letter, refuses to forgive his father and tragedy ensues (88-91). !
#2 EVALUATING THE PURPOSE OF THE PASSAGE 
This being the passage-based question, you should be commenting on the passage. A few of your sentences should literally 
begin with ‘The passage…’ and end on either (i) thematic purpose - what the passage reveals about familial loyalty, or; (ii) 
dramatic purpose - how the passage foreshadows or builds up to the tragic conclusion (e.g. Keller’s hamartia).

#3 ANALYSING DIALOGUE FOR TONE 
As with the essay question, we encountered a fair amount of ‘literal’ reading centred on ‘desires’, rather than these desires 
clash or are in disagreement. To examine Joe’s bitter accusations against Kate, we have consider the more grammatical 
features (e.g. use of second-person in ‘you wanted…’) and patterns in his dialogue (e.g. repeated rhetorical questions).
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PARAGRAPH 2 - TROUBLE 
The passage begins on a note of open conflict built up from Act Two. Joe and Kate exchange 
accusations, the strain in their familial relationship now exceedingly clear to the audience. !
- (How) The rhetorical questions posed by Joe, ‘What am I, a stranger?’, ‘What happened to my 

family?’ appear acrimonious, an attack on Kate and Chris’s loyalties. Yet, they bear an abject, self-
pitying tone. Where he ‘thought [he] had a family here’, Joe’s use of the qualifier ‘thought’ and the 
past tense show us his disappointment that he has, to some extent, lost the respect and love of his 
wife and son. True to her role as Mother, Kate initially responds with sympathy, reassuring Keller that 
he has ‘got a family here’. 

- (How) Joe’s advances however only amplify into direct accusations. The repeated second-person 
address in ‘You have no strength. The minute there’s trouble you have no strength’ convey both 
bitterness and helplessness in the circumstances he has created for himself.  

- (How) At this point, Kate rebukes him with accusations of her own: ‘you’re doing the same thing 
again… you yell at me and you think that settles it’. 

- (How) This opening disagreement settles on a point of desperation for both characters. Keller asks, 
in earnestness, ‘Then what do I do?’. 

- (Concern) The question however only serves to create a deeper chasm between Joe and Kate. The 
passage signals that the divisions within the family are unlikely to heal no matter what their actions; 
(Link) the play moves from familial harmony towards an impending rupturing of relationships. !

PARAGRAPH 3 - WHAT IF 
(What) Where Kate defends Joe earlier in the play, we see her persuading him to admit to his crime in 
this scene, motivated by the desire to pacify Chris and keep him in the family. This is met with initial 
bewilderment from Joe as the divisions in their previously unanimous desires come to light. !
- (How) Her aggressive manipulations of previous acts have since faded into a tentativeness in tone. 

Each of Kate’s lines start on ‘I’ve been thinking’, ‘I think if’, ‘I mean you ought to’ to show the unease 
with her own suggestion and dread towards Joe’s likely reaction. Kate’s ‘quick’, flustered explanation 
of her plan — that Joe’s confession would earn Chris’s ‘forgiveness’ — also shows her unease in the 
repeated subjunctives, ‘But if’ and ‘if he could’. 

- (How) The stage directions, ‘Not looking into his eyes’ and ‘a little fearfully’ visually reinforce this fear 
and anxiety. Kate is presented as entirely conscious of her own ‘betrayal’ and its ramifications on Joe 
and the family at large.  

- (How) Each line in Kate’s proposal is interrupted by Joe and negated with questions: ‘What do you 
mean ‘if’?’, ‘What ice does that cut?’. ‘Struck’ and ‘amazed’ on stage, Joe simultaneously denies that 
Chris would leave the family and expresses disbelief at Kate’s stance. 

- (Concern) Kate departs somewhat from her commitment to Joe’s innocence here to bring the family 
together. Her form of familial loyalty involves concession, whilst Joe remains obstinate. (Link) This 
perhaps marks the beginning of Joe’s tragic descent, where his previously staunch ‘protector’ has 
abandoned him. He will, well and truly, become a ‘stranger’ to his family. 
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PARAGRAPH 4 - MIDNIGHT 
(What) The contrast between Joe and Kate’s desires in this passage is purposed towards revealing the 
former’s hamartia. He is the tragic hero too proud, too blind to see what Kate sees. !
- (Analysis) Kate acts as a moral beacon for Joe, pleading for him to at least acknowledge Chris’s 

altruistic values, even if he is not willing to affirm them. This is most evident in the line, ‘Joe, Joe… it 
don’t excuse it that you did it for the family’. !

- (Close analysis) The word ‘Joe’ is used twice as a term of affection, which together with Kate’s 
hesitant pause (denoted by the ellipsis), suggests an overt exasperation with Joe’s blindness. !

- (Analysis) Kate then makes one final, direct appeal (‘Joe, you know what I mean’) for Joe to bend to 
Chris’s perspective. Joe echoes her words, not in agreement but to reject her claims (‘I don’t know 
what you mean!’). Evidently, he rebuts every single line in the second half of the passage. His short 
exclamations, ‘It’s got to excuse it!’, ‘Nothin’ is bigger!’ and ‘Nothin’s bigger than that’ all underline 
his obdurate, unshakeable belief in the family and the strength of familial bonds.  !

- (Close analysis) The absolute terms in each of these lines, from ‘Nothin’ to ‘nothing he could do that 
I wouldn’t forgive’ and the high modality in ‘got to’ convey the wilful blindness in Joe’s beliefs.  !

- (Analysis) He even tries to reason why Chris would stay on his side, insisting that one should forgive 
the other: ‘Because he’s my son. Because I’m his father’, ‘I’m his father and he’s my son’. !

- (Close analysis) The use of the word ‘Because’… !!
- (Close analysis) The repeated references to ‘sons’ and ‘father’… !!
- (Concern) Joe Keller is left fighting his own cause, unrepentant and unwilling to be swayed by Kate’s 

persuasion. (Link) This tragic hero is thus seen here charging towards catastrophe, as he will finally 
concede that ‘they’, the  men whose lives he is responsible for, were ‘bigger’ to both his sons. !!

#3 MOVING FROM ANALYSIS TO CLOSE ANALYSIS 
Some students moved too quickly into close analysis of specific words without first setting the context. If you leap into an 
analysis of the words ‘Joe’ or the use of the pause, nobody will know what you are writing about. The rule of thumb is: (i) 
analyse Kate’s tone; (ii) cite the whole line, ‘Joe, Joe… It don’t excuse it that you did it for the family’, a phrase, or a pattern 
of phrases; (iii) closely analyse specific words (e.g. ‘Joe’) and features (e.g. use of ellipsis) to elucidate Kate’s tone.
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PARAGRAPH 5 - LOST 
Joe and Kate’s competing desires are put aside at the end of the passage, perhaps in the hope that they 
only have themselves to ‘protect’ themselves (45), having lost Larry and at this point in the play, Chris. !
- (How) Joe’s rant about Larry is characterised by sentence fragments and frequent repetition (‘Too 

easy, it came too easy’). Sinking into delusion, he even starts to affirm himself, reminiscing how ‘He 
listened to me’ and muttering, ‘Yes, sir. Larry.’ 

- (How) In response, Kate provides words of assurance (‘You’ll be alright’, ‘nothing is going to happen’), 
affection (‘Joe, Joe...’, ‘darling’) and finally, acknowledgement (‘I know, darling, I know’).  

- (How) The stage directions, ‘He slumps on chair in front of her’ and ‘desperately, lost’ creates a picture 
of a forlorn patriarch, a ‘darling’ who deserves every bit of the audience’s sympathy. 

- (Concern) While Joe and Chris refuse to come to a compromise, Kate gives into Joe for a moment 
of calm, however fleeting, before the storm. 

- (Link) This possibly foreshadows the play’s final moment between Kate and Chris; after the gunshot 
is heard, she will provide similar consolation to a ‘desperate’ and ‘lost’ Chris. Comparing both scenes, 
father and son respectively grieve over the loss of each other. !!

CONCLUSION - KINGDOM COME 
(Concern) This pride in the family then confirms for the audience the tragic hero’s hamartia — a blind 
devotion to the family, matched by an intransigence towards other views. (Purpose) The passage thus 
marks a point of no return for both Joe and Kate Keller. (Link) A ‘desperate, lost’ father will be placed on 
the defensive once the letter is unveiled and Chris’s moral fire reignited. Calamity will soon follow, as 
Joe is unable to play the role of father to his two sons and Kate can play a limited role of ‘Mother’, 
providing consolation to Chris in the way she comforts Joe. (Link) However, the audience knows that her 
words are ironic in a prophetic way: something is going to happen. Initially the proud patriarch, Joe Keller 
now can only beg for sympathy as his end approaches. We know, Joe, we know. END.  

#4 ANALYSING DRAMATIC EFFECTS IN CONTEXT 
While external effects (i.e. what the audience feels) such as sympathy and unease are important, be careful not to over-
use them. Always focus on internal effects first — a character’s tone or the mood — then external effects. You can also 
consider the progression of effects: the passage seems to prepare the audience for even greater trauma and pathos later 
when Ann reveals the letter and Kate, like Joe in the passage, breaks down. 
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APPENDIX !
ON DIVIDED LOYALTIES !
(What) The audience recognises in ANN a STRUGGLE similar to Chris’s. (Why) The image of a 
distressed Ann in Act Three reminds us that she too has to make a choice between her personal 
happiness and the wellbeing of her own father (as well as the Keller family).  !
- (How) Her choice to sacrifice the latter for her own desires is made remarkably clear by the use of 

syntax. Her lines in her unsettling appearance in Act Three mostly begin with the first-person 
pronoun, ‘I’ and are predictably followed by what she ‘wants’, is ‘asking’ for and that she ‘came to get 
married’ (84).  

- (How) Her incessant demands for Mother to let Chris go, dramatised in repeated declaratives 
(‘you’ve got to say it to him’, ‘I want you to set him free’, ‘And then I promise you’), verbalise for us 
an overflowing self-interest. 

- (How) Her disbelief at George’s account in Act Two is perhaps more easily understood in this 
context. She persuades George by asking, ‘You know it’s not true, don’t you?’ (61) and even suggests 
that ‘You know how quick [her father] can lie’ (60).  

- (How) While this perspective is softened by her ‘pity and fear’ (indicated in the stage directions) 
towards Mother in Act Three, she resolutely snatches the letter and ‘thrusts’ it ‘in Chris’s hand’.  

- (Why) Ann’s choice is clearly made and is one that perhaps epitomises the self-interest of post-war 
America — precipitous to the point that one might sacrifice one’s own kin. !!

(What) Resolution of these divided loyalties is perhaps to be found in COMPROMISE, represented by 
the ‘minor character’ of JIM in the play. While both Jim and Sue Bayliss lead ‘realistic’ lives, Jim refuses 
to completely let go of his desire to serve the greater good. !
- (How) His clearly pragmatic outlook is foregrounded early in the play, as he speaks of ‘a Warner 

Brothers salary’. The juxtaposition of money and the greater good (and the tensions in-between) is 
condensed into the line ‘I would love to help humanity on a Warner Brothers salary’. 

- (How) Yet, this choice is tinged with regret. Jim’s wistful speech to Mother at the start of Act Three 
presents this supposed ‘dream’ as ‘darkness’ where Jim ‘can’t find myself’. This pseudo-monologue 
presents the tension between being ‘a good husband’ and the ‘star of one’s honesty’.  

- (Why) Jim’s words possibly echo Miller’s voice when he laments that ‘the compromise is always 
made’. This promise does not live out at the end of the play, where Chris stays true to his call to ‘be 
better’ and Keller chooses to avoid the truth. The Kellers’ divided loyalties, left unreconciled, lead to 
tragedy. 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ON JOE AND KATE’S COMPETING DESIRES !
(What / Link) The passage presents the DIVISION of the previously united couple in their concealment 
of the crime, such that Kate’s denial to protect the family has evolved into the suggestion that Joe be 
held accountable (to satisfy Chris’s sense of justice). (How) This is seen in Kate’s tone of self-defeat and 
her apparent lack of energy, which contrasts with her own phrase ‘be smart’, where she constantly 
commanded other characters to do her bidding earlier in the play. At this point, she confesses that she 
has ‘no strength to think any more’. (How) The division in her loyalty to Keller is further evidenced by 
her protection of Joe, as seen in her desperate declaration that ‘God does not let a son be killed by his 
father’ earlier in the play. In this passage, she has reached breaking point and pleads with Joe to ‘tell 
him’, to ‘explain yourself’ to Chris. (Link) This change in Mother’s loyalty to the family thus marks the 
beginning of Keller’s TRAGIC turn, since the husband and wife’s desires are no longer one.  !
Joelle Lam, 2T18 !!
(What) Joe and Kate Keller’s competing desires are portrayed as a BATTLE of strength and conviction. 
Kate seems to triumph in the aspect of morality while Joe seems to triumph by his way of argument and 
finality. (How) The portrayal of this ‘battle’ can be seen in the constant interruptions by both characters 
in their conversation. There does not seem to be any apparent trend in the interruptions of the 
argument because both seem to take turns. For example, Joe first interrupts Mother as she says ‘If he 
comes back—’ and ‘Joe, I tell you—’. However, we can also see Mother exerting her dominance as she 
interrupts Joe on ‘I’m willing to—’ and ‘but I got a family so I—’. However, the dynamics of their 
interruptions of starkly different. Joe’s are seen as aggressive and wanting to take control of the situation 
as they are punctuated with exclamation marks and in direct conflict with Mother’s line of argument. 
Mother, on the other hand, only interrupts when she is trying to reason with him and help him 
understand Chris’s point of view. (How) The relationship can also be seen as a battle, especially in the 
first half with their repeated refutations of each other’s points. For instance, ‘He’s coming back!’, ‘He 
would forgive me’ and ‘Nothin’ is bigger!’ all show Joe’s desperate attempts to show that he is right. 
(Why) This produces an inverse effect, proving his vulnerability as Mother, who is usually the more 
unstable one in the relationship, has a hold on things and wants to act rationally. It is Keller who 
insistently denies his responsibility till the very end. We are thus made to sympathise with him and he is 
portrayed as no more than a foolish tragic hero.  !
Megan Koh, 2T01 
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